Welcome to the Solar Jaguar Moon of Intention, the ninth moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell.
This Moon calls us to envision a fresh and cosmically objective perspective of the present global situation.
Self-reflection is key. How can we be of service to the Earth? How can we cultivate sacred perceptions in a
world that appears 'out of order?' What are the "Master ideas" that we live by?
Master ideas are what govern why we do what we do. What are the Master ideas of this current civilization?
What is the new planetary myth?
Solar Moon 14 marks the Equinox, the perfect balance of light and dark. This day lands on Yellow Magnetic
Warrior when we "Unify in order to Question…”
The 17th day of this Moon marks the sixth year anniversary of the passing of Jose Arguelles/Valum Votan
(March 23, 2011). In his honor we are creating a special TimeSpace interactive meditation. Stay tuned.
… What is occurring in the world and the Earth environment is due to historical forces of irreversible
inevitability working themselves out in an increasingly dissonant crescendo, with an outcome that can only
be of a highly dubious nature. This perspective breeds a certain helplessness or cynicism, apathy or
impotent outrage.
On the surface of it, nothing seems to change the tendencies, trends and direction of the entire apparatus of
human civilization, taking the Earth with it as it goes. This view characterizes the materialist economic
outlook on reality that prevails in human thinking today.
This, of course, is a great generalization, and within this perspective there are many shades of difference in
attitude or degrees of despair or myopic hope. Even though on the surface things seem totally hopeless, is it
possible that actually all of this is being orchestrated, as it were, from above, for the fulfillment of an epic of
such grandeur that the present state of consciousness could scarcely conceive it possible? -Jose
Arguelles/Valum Votan

Dali 1 - Kin 183, Blue Magnetic Night (7 Mar)
This Moon begins at the same time as the Blue Night Wavespell of Abundance - attuning this
whole Moon to the Dreamer's inuitive power of infinite Abundance...
This Moon has a total of six galactic activation portals: Kin 184, Yellow Lunar Seed (8 Mar), Kin 189,
Red Resonant Moon (13 Mar), Kin 192, Yellow Planetary Human (16 Mar), Kin 197, Red Lunar Earth
(21 Mar), Kin 203, Blue Galactic Night (27 Mar), Kin 210, White Lunar Dog (3 Apr).
Today begins the 13-day Blue Night Wavespell of Abundance the third (transforming) Wavespell of the
Yellow Southern Castle of Giving - Night tribe transforms
giving through power of abundance. Truth of galactic Saturn
remembered...
This wavespell will end on Kin 195, Blue Cosmic Eagle on the
13th day of this Moon (19 Mar)
Seli 2 - Kin 184, Yellow Lunar Seed (8 Mar)
The first of six galactic activation portals this Moon:
Stabilizing awareness... Today is also the final day of the 65day Sun Season of Universal Fire: Yellow Galactic
Spectrum.
Gamma 3 - Kin 185, Red Electric Serpent (11 Feb)
Today also begins the 65-day Serpent Season of Life Force: Red Galactic Spectrum. This cycle ends on
Kin 249, Red Lunar Moon - Spectral Moon Kali 11 (11.11) (12 May).

65-day cycles (galactic seasons or spectrum):

Wavespells of the year Blue Spectral Storm kin 219

The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Moon kin 209, is the 17 wavespell of the Tzolkin and in the
Green Central Castle of Enchanting , Court of Matrix , that synchronizes the human and represents the
power of Healing

The 9th Moon, The Solar Moon of Intention, is the 9th
step of the wavespell and connects with the Solar Earth Overtone Skywalker, kin 217 and it is the possibility
to pulsate synchronicity in order to navigate and flow in the evolution of the Earth. As far as Aura-Soma is
concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 17 –9: The Troubadour Bottle 1 and the Heart within the Heart
bottle. The more we heal the heart singing our truth, the deeper we go inside our crystal cave in our journey
towards the light and manifest what is in our process of individuation.

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B17 is the outward journey of-the Path of the Star and in the 20
Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Navigator
The Star: A message of hope, a guiding light. Out of doubt comes inspiration. Have faith in the right path ( in
what is true). Follow the star to reach the destination.
The Navigator- I am the indivisibility of all time and consciousness. I hold the maps of celestial origin and
follow the signs of synchronicity on behalf of cosmic evolution. I am evolution in motion, the skilled star
traveller guided by telepathic frequencies that hold stars and planetary systems in order.

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B9 is the outward journey of-the Path of the Heremit and in the 20
Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Healer
The Heremit: turning within gives time to find one's own truth. A universal communicator. Emotional and
spiritual growth. Let the light guide you.
The Healer: Coded by the Red Moon my number is 9, the power of time, destiny and the cycles of life. I am
the harmony of wholeness and the regeneration of life, I am fluid and flowing, at one with the phases of the
moon.

Continuing our One Moon = One Kin count which began in the Magnetic Moon of the Yellow Overtone Seed
Year (1997), this Moon corresponds to Kin 256, Yellow Solar Warrior in the wavespell of the Star.
in the Yellow Magnetic Star Wavespell, in the Central Green Castle of Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that
synchronizes the human. Represents the power of Creativiy

The 9th step of this wavespell relates to Kin 256, Yellow Solar Warrior, the possibility to pulsate courage
As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 16: The Violet Robe and B9 the Heart
within the Heart bottle.. It will be the possibility of a total metanoia, change of being, to let go in order to
pulsate the courage and the intelligence of the warrior in the journey of meditation and initiation so that the
tower of our conditioning patterns may fall

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B16 is the outward journey of-the Path of The Tower and in the 20
Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Pathfinder
The Tower Dissolution, Illumination. Unexpected changes leading to a new direction, new opportunities.
Letting go allows for a new and better future.
The Pathfinder-I am the Pathfinder of the radial matrix. By the power of intelligence I cut through ignorance
of the illusory worlds. I see ways not yet seen by others. My fearless spirit clears obstacles along the way.
So that others may follow paths of increasing intelligence.I am the pioneer of the future. Paths do I open and
investigate in the name of cosmic science

